THE
MOUNTAIN TOP
ADVANTAGE
Consistent Comfort
Proprietary continuous-pour process keeps the latex from settling

Unflawed
No one-size-fits-all mold, no gluing or seams

Cloud-like Smoothness
Plush, luxurious feel preferred by consumers

Exceptional Durability
Advanced chemistry and continuous motion result in a stronger,
more durable product

Breathability
Specialized formulations and natural ventilation for improved airflow
and a cooler sleeping temperature

Made in America
Our products are manufactured with pride in the USA

SETTING A
SUPERIOR LATEX
PROCESS IN MOTION

At Mountain Top Foam, we envisioned
a better way of making latex.
From that vision, we invented, patented and continue to perfect Perpetua™, our
proprietary continuous-pour process. Our advanced next-generation Dunlop process
is grounded in cutting-edge science and technology that keep the latex particles in
constant motion to prevent settling. Unlike other processes in the industry, we don’t
pour into a one-size-fits-all mold. We pour onto a continuously moving line so we
can cut our cores to any size. Every step in the process is automated and integrated,
ensuring that the product is free of minor imperfections. That means a higher-quality
product – every time.
But our refusal to settle for anything less than excellence runs even deeper – starting
with the proprietary specialized formulations developed by our in-house chemists.
That continuously improving chemistry, combined with Perpetua, is truly the science
behind a better night’s sleep.

PERPETUA™: THE MOST
ADVANCED & CONSISTENT
PROCESS IN LATEX FOAM
Step 1:

Step 5:

Static Mix

Freshwater Wash

Cutting-edge technology
continuously mixes the compounds
to eliminate settling.

A 6-step freshwater wash purifies
and pre-stresses the material for
long-lasting durability.

Don’t settle for the competition.
Perpetua

Talalay
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Step 2:

Step 6:

Foaming

Dry

Air is added to create a lather and
precisely control and adjust the
firmness levels (ILD).

Residual moisture is removed, and
a final cure helps to strengthen the
latex foam.

Step 3:

Step 7:

Continuous Pour

Fabrication

X

Robotic arms pour liquid latex onto
a continuously moving line to avoid
settling. This evenly distributes latex
particles for consistent comfort.

Discover our eco-friendly process.
We pride ourselves on being an ecological, 95% green organization. That’s why we
recycle all of our materials and have an in-house wastewater treatment plant. We’re
committed to respecting the environment throughout the process, which is why we
were the first North American latex producer to be certified by the Forest Stewardship
Council®. Our FSC® certification with NEPCon is recognized by the Rainforest Alliance.

The latex is cut precisely to the desired
size. No gluing or seaming is required.

Step 4:

Step 8:

Cure

Quality Testing

The steam-heated atmosphere
cures and solidifies the foam.

Each mattress core undergoes a series
of rigorous quality control checks to
ensure continuous comfort.

Made with certified Organic
CU867061
Mountain Top Foam
25 Elmwood Road
Mountain Top, PA USA
Global Organic Latex Standard

Explore how we’re setting a new standard at MountainTopFoam.com

